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ON ABSOLUTE SUMMABILITY FACTORS

HUSEYiN BOR

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. In this paper a theorem on \N, p„\k summability factors, which

generalizes a theorem of Mazhar (Indian J. Math. 14 (1972), 45-48) on \C, \\k

summability factors, has been proved.

1. Introduction

Let YI an be a given infinite series with partial sums (s„). We denote the

nth (C, 1) means of the sequences (sn) and (nan) by u„ and tn , respectively.

The series Y,an is said to be summable \C, l\k , k > 1, if (see [2])

CO

(1.1) Ynk~l\Un - un-\\k < OO .

n=\

But since tn = n(u„ - w„_i) (see [4]), condition (1.1) can also be written as

CO      .

(1.2) £-|f„l*<oo.
n=\

Let (pf) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that

n

(1.3) P„ = Y^Pv ~* °°   as t?—► oc (F_, =/?_,= 0,  z>l).

The sequence-to-sequence transformation

1    "
(1.4) w„ = -p-Y,Pvs»

r" v=0

defines the sequence (w„) of the (N, pn) mean of the sequence (s„) generated

by the sequence of coefficients (p„) (see [3]). The series Y,a„ is said to be

summable \N, p„\k , k > 1, if (see [1])

Y\ — \        Nt-U7„-l|* <oo.
_        izw*'
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In the special case when p„ = 1 for all values of n (resp.   k = 1), \~N, p„\k

summability is the same as \C, l\k (resp.  \N, pn\) summability.

2. Mazhar's Theorem

Mazhar [5] has established the following theorem for \C, l\k summability

factors of infinite series.

Theorem A. If (Xn) is a positive monotonic nondecreasing sequence such that

(2.1) AmXm = 0(1)   as rn —► oc,
m

(2.2) £t7X„|A24| = 0(1),
n=\

m    .

(2.3) Y-\t"\k = °(X^   asm^oo,
n=\

then the series YJanK is summable \C, l\k , k > 1.

3. Main theorem

The aim of this paper is to generalize Theorem A for \N, p„\k summability

in the form of the following theorem.

Theorem. Let (p„) be a sequence of positive numbers such that

(3.1) P„ = 0(npn)   as n -> co.

If (X„)  is a positive monotonic nondecreasing sequence such that conditions

(2.1)-(2.2) of Theorem A are satisfied and

m

(3.2) Y^\tn\k = 0(Xm)   asm-* oo,
n=\ r"

then the series YjanK is summable \N, p„\k , k>l.

It should be noted that if we take p„ = 1 for all values of tz , then we get

Theorem A. Also it may be noticed that under the conditions of the theorem,

we have that

(3.3) Aa„ —> 0   asTz—>oo.

4. Lemma

We need the following lemma for the proof of our theorem.

Lemma. Under the conditions of the theorem we have that

CO

(4.1) £X,|AA„|<oo,
n=\

(4.2) nX„\AAn\ = 0(1)   as n —>oc.

Proof. By (3.3), we can write

CO

AA„ = Y^ A2^v ■
v=n
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Hence,

CO CO CO CO CO

YXn\Mn\ = YX»   YA2XV    <E*"£lA2A"l
71=1 7i=l v=n n=\        v=n

OC V OO

= Y\a2*v\a2x»$YvX^^\<°° (by(2-2))-
v=\ n=\ v=\

Since (nX„) is increasing, we have

CO CO

nX„\AX„\ = nXn YA^ < nXn Y \^\
v=n v=n

CO

<YvXv\&2*v\<oo   (by (2.2)).
v=n

This complete the proof of the lemma.

5. Proof of the theorem

Let (Tf) be the sequence of (N, p„) means of the series 2~^a„A„. Then, by

definition, we have

.      n v .      n

(5.1) Tn = YYPvHar^r= p-Y(P"~Pv-^av^v'
n v=0       r=0 " v=0

Then, for n > 1, we get

(5-2)        Tn-Tn_x = -^YPv-^ = p^£^~™»-
v=\ v=l

Applying Abel's transformation to the right-hand side of (5.2), we have

n-\      / n       ■>   \    v 1       n

Tn ~ Tn~x = P~F~X 2L-A I ~v~ ) ^ rUr + ~nT ^ VUv

_ (TZ+ 1)jV„A„        _Pn__ V^n  ,   ,   ^+ 1- TZ7>„ P.*-, ^J*^      „

n = l

n-\ ,   , n—\ .

I        Pn       V" P A.I   t   V + *    I        P"       V P .1        T1

"   "~X v=\ rn*n-\  !;=] 0

-Tn>i + Tnt2 + Tn>3 + T„t4,    say.

To complete the proof of the theorem, by Minkowski's inequality, it is sufficient

to show that

°°  fP \k~x
Y   - |7;,,|*<oo,     forr=l,2,3,4.
«=i KPnJ
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First, we have

m    / p \ k—\ m m

Y.(t) \T„,X\k = 0(l)Y\*n\k-l\K\f\tn\k = 0(l)Y\*n&\t„\k
n=\^PnJ n=\ ^ n=\ tn

m-\ n m

= 0(l)Y A|A„| Y ^\tv\k + 0(l)|Am| Y ^\tv\k
n=l o-l    " o-l tv

m-1

= 0(l)Y \^n\Xn + 0(l)\lm\Xm = 0(1)    as TTZ ^ CO,
n=\

by virtue of the hypotheses and Lemma.

Now, applying Holder's inequality, as in TnX, we have that

m+x /p \k~l m+x     „       ("~x 1      f    i    "-'     }k~[

Efj1    im'=oii)E^-E"i*i' »U-E4
n=2^PnJ «=2 /"^"1   U=l J l^-'o-l       J

m m+1

= o(i)Y\h\k~x\h\pv\tv\k Y tt—
o-l n=v+l r"r"-'

m

= 0(l)EWi5rlM* = 0(l)   as rn-> co.
o=l        Fv

Again, using the fact that Pv = 0(vpv), by (3.1), we get

m+x f p \k~l

Y,(jr)   Hoi*

m+1 (n-\ \k

„=2 r"r«-l   U=i J

m+1 C«-l ~\k

„=2 'n^n-i   {v=x )

m+1 (n-1 1 f     1      "_1      1 *"'

= od)E p-^- £hm,i)^i* * 1 r- 5> r
n=2 Jr"r"-1   L-l J        I   "-' o=l      J

m m+1

= 0(l)Y(v\Mv\)k-xv\AXv\pv\tv\k Y -p^E—
o=l *=o+l r"r"-1   '

m

= 0(l)E«|AA„|^|f„|*
v=\

m-1 d m

= 0(l)E^|AA„|)E§:l^l': + 0(l)w|AAm|E^I^|A:
0=1 r=l tr 0=1 ^
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m-1

= 0(1) Y |A(«|AA„|)|*„ + 0(l)m\Mm\Xm
0=1

m—\ m — \

= 0(1)Y vXv\A2Xv\ + 0(l)Y \MV+X\XV + 0(l)m\AAm\Xm
0=1 0=1

= 0(1)    as T77 —> CO ,

by virtue of the hypotheses and Lemma.

Finally, using the fact that Pv = 0(vpv), by (3.1), as in T„jX, we have that

m+1   , p  \k-\ m+1 (n-1 ^ k

Y{y)    \Tn,Ak = o(i)Y^\Y\^M<A
n=\  V/W n=2PnFn-\   L=l J

m+1 (n-\ \        (     .      n-\      ~\k~X

n=2 \v=l ) K o=l       )

m m+1

= 0(l)Y\h+x\k-'\K+\\Pv\U\k Y inr-
0=1 »=«+i r"r"-'

m

= 0(l)Y\xv+\\Pi-\U\k = 0(1)   as 777^ CO.
0=1 tv

Therefore, we get that

m  (P \k~x

Y( — )      \TnAk = 0(l)   as 777^ co, for r= 1,2, 3,4.
«=i \p" '

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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